SPECIAL INSTRUCTION BOXES

Need to share something with us about your event?

- Each **Product** has a Special Instructions Box - for product details
- Share any special instructions about the products you order as in this example for an order of salad box lunches.

Each **Order** has a Special Instructions Box – for order details
- In the Order Details section of checkout, share any special details that you would like us to know about your event.

---

For the 4 Caesar Salads that are part of this order, instead of Caesar Salad dressing, please serve it with Ranch dressing. Would it be possible to serve half of the box lunches with brownies and half with chocolate chip cookies?

---

This will be a working lunch. Our room set up will be classroom style. Please set up the buffet table to pick up the box lunches in the back right corner of the room. This will be the least distracting if attendees get up during the meeting. Thank you!